A double flow cytometric tag allows tracking of the dynamics of cell cycle progression of newborn Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells during balanced exponential growth.
Studies on the dynamics of growth of single eukaryotic cells and their relationships with cell cycle regulations are generally carried out following cell synchronization procedures or, on a relatively low number of cells, by time-lapse studies. Establishment of both time-lapse studies and synchronous cell populations usually requires elaborate experimental efforts and is prone to perturb the physiological state of the cell. In this paper we use a new flow cytometric approach which allows, in asynchronous growing Saccharomyces cerevisiae populations, tagging of both the cell age and the cell protein content of a cohort of daughter cells at the different cell cycle set points. Since the cell protein content is a good estimation of the cell size, it is possible to follow the kinetics of the cell size increase during cell cycle progression. The experimental findings obtained indicate an exponential increase of the cell size during growth, that the daughter and the parent subpopulations grow with the same specific growth rate, that the average cell size increase rate of each individual cell is almost identical to the specific growth rate of the overall population and provide the opportunity to estimate the cell cycle length for the daughter cell population as well as the identification of the complex structure of asynchronously growing yeast populations.